JOURNAL OF ROMAN MILITARY STUDIES - 2017

The Gladius Hispaniensis: C. M. Bishop 2017-01-01 This journal is dedicated to the study of weapons, armour and fighting within the Roman World. Contents: The pilum from Marcus to Nero - A reconsideration of its development (Peter Conolly) ; Untersuchungen zur römischen Reiterhelmmaske in der Germania Inferior (N Haendel) ; A legionario workshop of the 3rd century AD specializing in lorica segmentata from the Roman fortress in Leon (Spain) (Josep Arce, Fernado Gonzalez and Roberto Meseguer) ; Military equipment from the site of the Emperor Galerius' palace in Camgna/Serbia (Dorota N Chmielewska and Wladyslaw Superga) ; The supply of the Roman army in the Late Roman period (S. Verhelst and R. J. Jones) ; Roman cavalry helmets in ritual hoards from the Kopu Plateau at Nimeno (H.L. van Eckwert and W. J. H. Willems) ; Les armes romaines de la Saone: etat des decouvertes et donse recentes de fouilles (R. Landouzy and M. Dumenil) ; Acheul type handaxes from the Roman Military Equipment Conference held in South Shields in 1992. A collection of papers on the Gladius Hispaniensis: C. M. Bishop 2006 This is a complete revision of the original text and illustrations, which takes into account all the latest finds since the first publication of the book in 1993, as well as various constructive comments offered in published reviews. Journal of Roman Military Equipment Studies - 1997

This journal covers a wide range of topics, including the development of Roman military equipment, the practical use of weapons, the organization of the army, and the study of armor and clothing. It is intended for experts as well as readers with a general interest in Roman history. It is also a treasure-trove for re-enactment groups, as it puts many common perceptions of the weaponry, equipment and dress of the Roman military. An Introduction to the Roman Military is an engaging choice as a text for re-enactment groups. The book is divided into two parts: part one looks at the Roman military during war—its environment, strategies, campaigns, and enemies. Their existence during times of peace follows that and focuses on how soldiers celebrated victory, mourned defeat, and handled matters of the heart. Part two is devoted to the Roman military power placed in the context of Rome's campaigns in the East, as well as by all from the ordinary soldiers up to the aristocracy who commanded them in making Victory. The Roman Empire of the Emperor Thomas Fischer 2019-11-14 An illustrated guide to Roman military equipment. The book includes many illustrations and photographs. Most books on Roman roads are concerned with cataloguing or tracing them, or just dealing with aspects like surveying. This one makes them part of military landscape archaeology.
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